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Abstract—Multiclass classification based on unlabeled images
using computer vision and image processing is currently an
important issue. In this research, we focused on the phenomena of constructing high-level features detector for class-driven
unlabeled data. We proposed a normalized restricted Boltzmann
machine (NRBM) to form a robust network model. The proposed
NRBM is developed to achieve the goal of dimensionality reduction and provide better feature extraction with enhancement in
learning more appropriate features of the data. For increment
in learning convergence rate and reduction in complexity of
the NRBM, we add Polyak Averaging method when training
update parameters. We train the proposed NRBM network model
on five variants of Modified National Institute of Standards
and Technology database (MNIST) benchmark dataset. The
conducted experiments showed that the proposed NRBM is more
robust to noisy data as compared to state-of-art approaches.
Keywords—Multiclass classification; restricted Boltzmann machine; Polyak averaging; image classification; Modified National
Institute of Standards and Technology Datasets

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Classification refers to the procedure of data taxonomy
and data categorization in different forms, types and other
distinctive classes. The aim of classification refers to the
categorization, assembling, organization and differentiation of
data into classes or groups. In term of statistics and machine
learning, computer programs that are based on classification,
supervisory learn from existing data that is input and categories
it into different classes on behalf on learn data [1]. There
are a few classification based problems, such as: bio metric
classification, text classification, audio classification, and video
classification [2], [3]. The phenomenon of generating results
from classification or categorization is carried out either in
two classes or more, which is called binary classification
or multiclass classification respectively. Among classification
algorithms, some are multiclass classifier by nature that allows
the categorization of data in more than two classes. The
algorithms with binary classification nature can also be used
as multinomial classification using different approaches [4].
In multiclass classification, the aim of supervised behavior
learning algorithms is to assign a desired class label for
every input instance. For a given dataset of (aj , bj ), where
bj ∈ Rn is the j t h instance and bj ∈ 1, 2, 3...k is the
j t h class label, the main purpose is to find a model for
learning H, while H(aj ) = bj for all of the unknown testing
instances. In the recent studies, many models and algorithms

have been proposed for solving the two class classification
problems, some of them are easy to extend for multiclass
classification problems [5], [6], while some of them are based
on special formulation in order to be able in solving multiclass
classification problems. In these algorithms, there is a category
of models in which the algorithms use different type of
approaches for transforming multiclass classification into a
bunch of binary classification problems in order to affectively
solve it using binary classification approach [7], [8]. Another
way of multiclass classification approaches is based on a try
to pose a tree hierarchy on the output, additionally with the
available class labels, in order to achieve a series of tests for
new class labels detection.
Solving the multiclass classification problem is still exists
as a challenging issue. In famous classifications approach, the
multiclass classification problem is solved using the splitting
of problem into many independent binary classification subproblems. Generally this type of solution is known as binarization, in which the classifier pretends to solve multiclass classification problem on the basis of binary classification [9]. The
recent literature surveys shows that among all the multiclass
classification problems, image classification attracted most of
the current researchers interest.
Image classification based on unlabeled class oriented
images data is a challenging problem in the field of computer
vision. There is a need of classification model that is trained
in an unsupervised behavior with less number of feature
spaces. As there are various methods and techniques for
image classification but still, it is an unneglectable challenge
to design a classification model on unlabeled data. In this
research, we are focusing to design and develop a normalized
network based on restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) [10] in
addition with Polyak Averaging method [11] in training while
updating parameters called NRBM. Since the learned features
can be acquired economically at high scale yet comprises of
temporal gestures because the images data contain temporally
comprehensible frames.
In our conducted experiments, the proposed NRBM model
has initiated the learning strategy from unlabeled data. We
also showed that the proposed model can extract more useful
features for final classification. Furthermore we conduct some
experiments on MNIST variants benchmark datasets to validate
our model. The results showed that the proposed NRBM model
is able to learn the features that can be applied noisy and clear
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images. Moreover, a promising guide model for extracting and
learning features to classify in a better way is designed. Managing and classification of huge amount of images by training
the proposed NRBM model using unsupervised manner on
the basis of low level features, is the main contribution of
our research in this paper. The rest of paper is organized
the following structure. Section 2 explores literature work on
image classification models. Section 3 briefly describes the
conventional restricted Boltzmann machine. Section 4 explains
our proposed NRBM. In Section 5 we described our experiments to examine our proposed model and Section 6 presents
the comparative analysis of NRBM with state-of-art models.
Finally Section 7 concludes our research work and future
directions. We believe our research will have a positive impact
in many computer vision applications, e.g. Image recognition
systems, video analyzers and image processing approaches.
II.

R ESTRICTED B OLTZMANN M ACHINE

Boltzmann Machine (BM) falls under the category of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based on probability distribution
for machine learning. Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM)
is one of the famous variants of standard BM which was first
created by Geoff Hinton [12]. The main purpose of RBM is
reducing high dimensional data into low dimensional feature
space. As it is a probability based approach that is why it is
stochastic and generative in nature. The internal architecture
of the RBM is similar to other Neural Networks (NNs) having
layers with neurons in each layer. But in RBM there are only
two layers. The first layer is referred to the input layer of
the network, while the second layer is the hidden layer that
is output from the input layer. There is a neural connection
between the neurons of input layer and hidden layer. In
standard BM, there exist connections between the neurons of
the same layer but in RBM, there is a restriction that none of
the neurons in same layer can communicate with the neurons
between them.
Fig. 1 shows the internal architecture of RBM, in hidden
layer there are x hidden nodes, while in visual layer has y
number of visible nodes. The hidden nodes are represented by
Hi and i1, 2, 3, . . . x. While visible nodes are represented by
Vj , such that j1, 2, 3, . . . y. The weights connection between
hidden and visible layers is represented by Wi j. The final
equation for energy of RBM is:

Erbm(v, h|φ) = −

bj

x
X

v i ai −

i=1
y
x X
X

y
X

hj×

j=1

(1)

wi j × vi × hj

i=1 j=1

In Equation 1, φ = (Wi j, ai , bj ), all these are real numbers.
The bias value of hidden layer is denoted by bj and the
bi represents the bais value of visible layer. The likelihood
function that is also called the joint probability distribution of
visible and hidden layer is formulated in Equation 2, if φ is
known.

P (v, h|φ) =

1
exp(−E(v, h|φ))
z

(2)

The normalization parameter Z = (v, h)exp(−E(v, h|φ)).
This visible and hidden layer’s activation functions can be
formatted in Equation 3 and Equation 4.

x
X
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(3)

y
X
P (vi , I|v) = sigmoid(
hj × wi j + ai )

(4)

P (hj , I|v) = sigmoid(

j

i

While sigmoid(x) = 1+e1− x . Probability that the first jt h
hidden node is activated is presented by Equation 3 while the
activation of first it h visible node is presented in Equation 4.
Finding the best suitable parameter set that is possible for φ
is the main purpose of RBM training. The input data can be
bitterly fit by the trained model. For calculating the best value
ofφ using maximum likelihood function, we use the likelihood
function based in log by giving training sample Tr , such that
Tr = v1, v2, v3, vT r. The value of φ is:

φ∗ = argmaxL(φ) = argmax

Tr
X

log P (v tr |φ)

(5)

tr =1

The step to step processing of RBM is given in the
following Algorithm 1 and the conventional RBM architecture
is shown in Fig. 1.
Psudocode Conventional RBM
1: Parameters initialization
- Input feature set: [x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , xn ]
- Weight Matrix: W
- Bias vector of hidden layer:bj
- Bias vector of visible layer:bi
- The state of visible unit is set as training vector
Repeat
2: Visible units training
- Compute P (v, h|φ) using Equation 2
- Apply P (vi , I|v) of Equation 4
3: Hidden units training
- Compute P (v, h|φ) using Equation 2
- Apply P (hj , I|v) of Equation 3
- Perform Gibbs sampling from hidden unit to visible
unit using h1 i ∈ [0, 1]
4: Update rule
- Update weight W : W = W + W n while W n =
Weight update factor
- Update Bias bi : bi = bi + bn while bn = Bias update
factor for visible units
- Update Bias bj : bj = bj +bj n while bj n = Bias update
factor for hidden units
- Update energy function using Equation 1
While (All Layers Trained)
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stochastic bit streams in their experiments, valued 512, 1024,
2048, 4096 of bit streams in order to achieve the balance
between error rate and computation time. Stochastic number
generator has been used for conversion of deterministic input
data values to stochastic data values stream. In [26], the authors evaluate the ML models, specifically RBM for Anomaly
Network Intrusion Detection Systems (A-NIDS). They applied
hyperparameter tuning in RBM and report a few observations
on the accuracy along with true positive and true negative
rate. A balanced subset of ISCX benchmark dataset was used
for training, validation and testing the proposed RBM model.
Resultantly, RBM was found to be the better network for
identification of attacks pattern in A-NIDS.

Fig. 1. Standard RBM internal architecture

III.

RBM FOR S OLVING M ULTICLASS C LASSIFICATION
P ROBLEMS

In the most recent research work RBM is widely used
for different type of recognition, prediction and classification
applications. For example [13] used RBM for face detection
and recognition and get better results as compared to state-ofart methods. Particularly [14] conclude that confidently simple
functions of stacked Restricted Boltzmann Machine (sRBM)
can form a deep architecture for learning robust feature. Furthermore they trained convolutional Deep Boltzmann Machine
(DBMs) [15] on faces image dataset (i.e., Caltech 101 images)
and were impressive but unluckily their face detector can learn
homogenous, aligned and a single category features.
In literature, BMs are been used more on prediction [16]
and semantic based knowledge learning [17], [18] due the
difficulty of generating output using low level representation,
e.g. [19] split video frame sequence in chunks that describe
actions in a discrete order. Author in [20] extract objects by
removing background using the same manner in single domain
boundary while [21] predict trajectories of human movement
in a supervised way. Moreover there is also some found in
order to model and forecast human to object [22] and human
to human [23] connections based on supervised learning. In
[24], authors have proposed Quantum Boltzmann Machine
(QBM) inspired from the classical Boltzmann machines based
one stochastic gradient descent in its training phase. They
used a non-trivial training process for QBM and introduce
bonds for the probabilities for quantum. The results have
been verified by showing some examples that outperform
conventional Boltzmann Machine based on training QBM with
and without bounds using static diagonilazing.
In [25], the authors proposed a stochastic architecture based
RBM digital images classification. They used four types of

Gou C. presented hybrid discriminative restricted Boltzmann machines (HDRBMs) in [27] for car license plate recognition. He claim that HDRBM is the first hybrid model based
on RBM that used for license number detection and recognition
in such a wide view. They used two data subsets with high resolution images from car number plate dataset. The conducted
experiment evaluated that their proposed HDRBM based on
RBM outperform many of the state-of-art model for number
plate detection and recognition. The claim that their model can
be used efficiently in other countries as well but the layout for
characters must predefine. In [28], the author presents another
model known as discriminative Restricted Boltzmann Machine
(discRBM) for learning discriminative feature set based on
class labels. However their results conclude that discRBM
performed well as compared to conventional RBM, deep RBM
and SVM based on classification accuracy but still their model
is limited to dataset size and complexity.
IV.

N ORMALIZED R ESTRICTED B OLTZMANN M ACHINE

Our proposed Normalized Restricted Boltzmann Machine
NRBM is inspired by some state-of-art techniques and algorithm that are based on deep learning and unsupervised
feature learning. The main source of inspiration is Restricted
Boltzmann Machine (RBM) that is one of the famous variant
of basic Boltzmann Machine (BM). The proposed model train
on class label-less images for the purpose of extracting some
amount of temporal informative features contain in the huge
number test images data. To achieve this goal we studied
some variants of RBM [29], [30], [31] and other classification
algorithms [32], [33], [34]. After deep literature study we
extended the restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) from [10].
We present a two-phase training model that can easily extract
background and foreground of the image separately. This
foreground and background separation helps the model to learn
the object feature inside the image easily and fast.
The main focus of this research model is tackling the
multiclass classification problem that is caused by the high
dimensional features space of large amount of data. We add
Polyak averaging method with RBM in order to increase
the speed of parameter convergence rate. We did not use
traditional feature reduction techniques because the traditional
techniques do not fulfill the user requirements for better feature
extraction. In this paper, we proposed a deep learning approach
based on normalized RBM called NRBM. The reason of
using RBM is that, RBM uses high order structured statistical
feature in training phase. Also the low dimension features
is easily distinguishable from the features learnt by NRBM.
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Taking the advantage of RBM network, the proposed model
efficiently reduces the feature dimension space of images
which is resultantly fall in increasing the accuracy of multiclass
classification. In training phase of NRBM, we add Polyak
Averaging to the first layer of RBM in order to get the
normalized parameter set for next layer. We repeat the same
procedure for each iteration in the proposed model until final
classification. Equation 6, 7, 8 are the Polyak Averaging
formulas for parameter updates.

wn = wn − 1 + ηwn

w̄n = w̄n − 1 −

(6)

1 n
(w̄ − 1 − wn )
n

(7)

wn = w̄n
Where, η is the scalar learning rate and w̄n =

(8)
1
n

Px

i=1

wi .

Polyak Averaging increase the parameter convergence rate
and also it does not disrupt the calculation training cost of
the model because it comprises of only two simple addition
functions. The sudden incline or decline in difference between
two neighboring parameters for each layer is abolished by
using averaging method. The set of feature obtained in result
of the NRBM is given to final layer for final classification.
Softmax classifier is considered as the final layer in the
proposed NRBM model. The detailed step to step pseudocode
of NRBM is given in the following Algorithm 2 and the
network architecture is shown in Fig. 2. In the proposed model
W is calculated using Equation 6 while w̄n is solved using
Equation 7.
V.

I MAGE C LASSIFICATION S TEPS USING NRBM

Image classification is the famous application of classification in which images are being categorized on the basis
of contents and object it consists [35]. Image classification is
one of the famous problems in the field of classification. Like
other classification approaches, the whole image classification
phenomenon is also carried out in a few phases. Following are
the common steps of image classification.
A. Image Pre-Processing
Image preprocessing refers to the procedures of processing
both the input and output of the image on a very low level
of abstraction [36]. The main purpose of image preprocessing
is to enhance the image representation in order to cover the
unwanted distortion and improves the quality of informative
features for advance image processing. The whole image preprocessing is carried in a few steps, first the image data
loading, secondly is the image resizing in order to fix all the
image in a single standard size. The third step refers to the
noise removal from the images and forth one is segmentation
for the purpose of separating foreground and background
objects.

Psudocode NRBM
1: Parameters initialization
- Input feature set: [x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , xn ]
- Weight Matrix: W
- Bias vector of hidden layer:bj
- Bias vector of visible layer:bi
- The state of visible unit is set as training vector
Repeat
2: Visible units training
- Compute P (v, h|φ) using Equation 2
- Apply P (vi , I|v) of Equation 4
3: Hidden units training
- Compute P (v, h|φ) using Equation 2
- Apply P (hj , I|v) of Equation 3
- Perform Gibbs sampling from hidden unit to visible
unit using h1 i ∈ [0, 1]
4: Update rule
- Update weight using Equation 6 where W is Weight
update factor for visible units
- Update Bias bi : bi = bi + bn while bn = Bias update
factor for visible units
- Update weight using Equation 7 where w̄ is Weight
update factor for hidden units
- Update Bias bj : bj = bj +bj n while bj n = Bias update
factor for hidden units
- Update energy function using Equation 1
While (All Layers Trained)

VI.

F EATURES E XTRACTION

In the feature extraction phase, the image is divided
into segments and then each segment is processed in order
to convert the pixels to their equal numerical values [37].
From these multi-dimensional values, important features are
extracted from each segment one by one. Finally all the
important features of the whole image which holds the complete representation of the entire image are extracted. The
extracted features are the input of feature reduction module.
Better feature extraction affects the feature reduction module
positively.
A. Features Reduction
In the feature reduction phase of image processing, the features dimension of the image data is reduced from high dimension feature space. The main purpose of features reduction is
to reduce the processing speed because the processing of high
amount data for a classifier is time consuming task [38]. The
proposed model mainly concern in effective feature reduction
that ultimately results in the better image classification.
B. Classification
The last main stage of image classification is the use
of a classifier for the final classification of image data. In
the area machine learning, the problem of recognizing to
which of a set of groups a new observation fits, based on a
training dataset having observations or samples whose group
association is known, referred as classification [39]. Different
types of classifiers are used for classification. In the recent
research studies, deep learning techniques are vastly used
specifically for image classification.
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Fig. 2. NRBM internal architecture

The detailed factorial description of the proposed approach
has been highlighted in Fig. 3.

Fig. 7. MNIST random background digits (mnist-bg-img)

Fig. 4. MNIST small subset (mnist-basic)

Fig. 8. MNIST rotation and image background digits (mnist-bg-img-rot)

VII.
Fig. 5. MNIST random rotation digits (mnist-rot)

Fig. 6. MNIST random noise background digits (mnist-bg-rand)

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

We performed several experiments to verify the proposed
NRBM model and evaluate the feature learning ability, which
is the main improvement towards better classification. In this
research, all the experiments were carried out on Intel core i5
cpu with 8GB of RAM having windows 10 operating system.
The compiler and language used for developing and testing
these algorithms is python3.6. For quick implementation of the
proposed NRBM approach, an efficient numeric computational
open source library Tensorflow [40] is used. It allows a
simple and fast development for both CPU and GPU support.
The dataset used for evaluating the proposed model are the
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After the backpropagation parameter adjustment we reduce
the reconfiguration error threshold to 0.003. The number of
output nodes from the final layer is 10 and the fine count
for backpropagation is finally set to 500. In this research, the
criteria for classification evaluation performance are Confusion
Matrix (CM) and Receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve. CM and ROC curve presents detail results of NRBM
accuracy of correctly classified and misclassified instances at
class level.
In order to evaluate the proposed NRBM model and its
classification performance, Softmax classifier is used in the
last layer of the network. Fig. 9 presents results of NRBM
for MINST basic subset. Fig. 9(a) and 9(b) are representing
CM and ROC curve for NRBM based on 70:30 training-testing
dataset ratios while Fig. 9(c) and 9(d) for 50:50 of trainingtesting ratio. It is concluded easily that the results based on
70:30 ratio is are better than 50:50 training-testing ratio. Both
of the CMs show that the classes with same pattern and similar
features are mostly misclassified to each other e.g. class 4 and
class 9, also 5 and 8. Fig. 10 represents the output of NRBM
based on MINST rot variant subset. The accuracy per class
is similar to MNIST basic subset, but the overall accuracy is
decreased until 5% because the images are randomly rotated
in this dataset which resultantly increased the complexity of
the datasets.
Fig. 3. Flow of image classification using NRBM

five variant subsets of benchmark data MNIST [41]. MNIST
dataset contains 70,000 images of handwritten digits for 0 to
9. The size of each image is 28x28 pixels. In MINST the
digits have been centered and the size of each digit is fixed to
specific area inside the image. The variation subsets of MNIST
are basic (small), random rotation digits (rot), random noise
background digits (bg-rand), random background digits (bgimg) and rotation and image background digits (bg-img-rot).
Fig. 4 to Fig. 8 are the randomly selected images from each of
the variant subset, respectively. We select 5000 random images
from each MNIST subset. The experiments were performed
with two different testing and training ratios in order to verify
the performance of NRBM. In first phase of experiments we
select 50% of data for training and 50% for testing while in
second phase we increase the training data ratio from 50% to
70% and reduce the testing data ratio from 50% to 30% of the
whole dataset.
In these experiments, backpropagation approach is used
in learning phase. There is no pre-processing or pre-training
performed. For the proposed NRBM, the number of input
neurons is 784. Learning rate is set to 0.03 for the hidden layer
and we adjust the threshold for reconfiguration error to 0.3
after performing experiments with different thresholds rates.

Fig. 11 briefly describe the output of the proposed model
for MINST bg-rand variant subset. The accuracy per class is
better besides class 4 and class 2 that is misclassified to class
9 and class 7, respectively. This is because their features are
quite similar. The ROC curve shows that there is a slowly
paced decrease in the area under curve (AUC) for class 0 and
1 as compared to MNIST basic and rot.
Similarly, Fig. 12 shows the output of the NRBM model
for MINST bg-img variant subset. The overall accuracy is
improved for 70:30 training-testing ratio data, but at level,
there is present some misclassification i.e. class 4 and class
9 that is misclassified to class 9 and class 7. The quite
similar features are the reason of misclassification. Even with
naked eye, handwritten 4 and 9 looks quite similar. The ROC
shows that the AUC for class 1 and class 9 is lower as
compared to other classes. Fig. 13 represents the results on
MNIST bg-img-rot dataset. The accuracy per class is improved
which is verified by the ROC in Fig. 13(b) and 13(d). From
analysis point of view for all the experiment concluded from
Fig. 9 to 13, there is gradual decrease can be seen in the
overall classification accuracy of NRBM starting for MNIST
basic subset until MNIST random background digits. This
decrease is the reason of gradual increase in the complexity
and noisiness in the datasets.
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(a) Confusion Matrix

(b) ROC Curve

(c) Confusion Matrix

(d) ROC Curve

Fig. 9. CM and ROC curve for 70:30 and 50:50 of training-testing ratio on MNIST small subset (mnist-basic)

(a) Confusion Matrix

(b) ROC Curve

(c) Confusion Matrix

(d) ROC Curve

Fig. 10. CM and ROC curve for 70:30 and 50:50 of training-testing ratio on MNIST random rotation digits (mnist-rot)
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(a) Confusion Matrix

(b) ROC Curve

(c) Confusion Matrix

(d) ROC Curve

Fig. 11. CM and ROC curve for 70:30 and 50:50 of training-testing ratio on MNIST random noise background digits (mnist-bg-rand)

(a) Confusion Matrix

(b) ROC Curve

(c) Confusion Matrix

(d) ROC Curve

Fig. 12. CM and ROC curve for 70:30 and 50:50 of training-testing ratio on MNIST random background digits (mnist-bg-img)
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(a) Confusion Matrix

(b) ROC Curve

(c) Confusion Matrix

(d) ROC Curve

Fig. 13. CM and ROC curve for 70:30 and 50:50 of training-testing ratio on MNIST random background digits (mnist-bg-img-rot)

VIII.

C OMPARATIVE A NALYSIS

to each other but in the overall results NRBM outperformed
the comparative models.

A. Execution Time Comparison
The computational performance of all algorithms depends
on the hardware, software and compilers. In our research,
we used the same hardware and software combination that
is mentioned in SECTION5. Results in Table I show the
execution time comparison of the proposed NRBM model,
Deep Belief Network (DBN) [42], Gated RBM (GRBM) [43],
standard RBM [44] model. The overall performance of first
two dataset between RBM GBM and NRBM is quite close.
In MNIST basic, the execution time performance of RBM and
GBM is better because the data is not complex relatively which
causes feature extraction and feature reduction simpler and
faster as compared to other datasets. As the data is more and
noisy and complex in MNIST sub-bg-rand, sub-bg-img and
sub-bg-img-rot, the execution time performance of NRBM is
better as compared to DBN, GBM, and standard RBM.

C. Testing Error Rate Comparison
The experiments conducting for test error rate analysis are
given in Table III. The classification accuracy and performance
depends on the internal architecture of the model and the
classifier used for final classification. In order to conduct fair
experiments, we used the same parameter settings and followed
architecture for all the models with Softmax layer for the final
classification. Like training comparative analysis, we also test
all the models with a two training-testing data ratio. The results
in Table III conclude that the testing error of DBN is lower for
MNIST basic subset and RBM for sub-rot subset because the
dataset complexity is very low in these two subsets. Though
the error rate of RBM is close to NRBM but still in sub-bgrand, sub-bg-img and bg-img-rot dataset, the proposed NRBM
outperformed DBN, GBM and RBM.

B. Training Error Rate Comparison

IX.

The most crucial part in any AI model is in the training
phase. In the conducted experiments, the same parameters
tuning is been followed as mentioned in Section 5. 5000
random images from each dataset are selected for training
the comparative models. The back propagation behavior is
applied in training phase. Table II presents the training error
rate comparative analysis for NRBM with some state-of-art
models. In the concluded training error rates, firstly the DBN
performed well for MNIST basic dataset. In sub-rot dataset,
RBM is better for 70/30 ratio while NRBM proved to be better
for 50/50 ratio of training-testing data. In the rest datasets
experiments, RBM and NRBM are performed relatively close

C ONCLUSION

RBM is one of the most usable models in the area of deep
learning. This paper proposed a NRBM that is based on Polyak
Averaging method in training, in order to improve the weights
and bais update parameters function. This research is carried
out with three main contributions. Firstly using NRBM to learn
features and reduce feature dimension efficiently. Secondly
we use Softmax classifier in the last layer of the proposed
model for final classification. Lastly we conduct sufficient
experiments for comparative analysis to verify the significance
and effectiveness of the proposed NRBM. The normalization
function in RBM makes the model faster in learning since
Polyak averaging method is composed of simple addition
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TABLE I. E XECUTION TIME COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT MODELS ON MNIST VARIANT- DATASETS

Datasets

Sub-Basic

Sub-Rot

Sub-Bg-rand

Sub-Bg-img

Sub-Bg-img-rot

Training/Testing

50/50

70/30

50/50

70/30

50/50

70/30

50/50

70/30

50/50

70/30

DBN

15m 55s

18m 23s

20m 26s

23m 42s

22m 56s

27m 02s

26m 36s

32m 43s

33m 55s

41m 24s

GBM

12m 32s

16m 46s

20m 50s

22m 28s

20m 10s

24m 05s

-

-

-

-

RBM

12m 15s

14m 52s

17m 44s

21m 36s

18m 26s

22m 12s

24m 57s

29m 03s

29m 45s

34m 28s

NRBM

14m 54s

15m 35s

17m 35s

19m 25s

19m 02s

21m 36s

21m 10s

23m 48s

25m 28s

28m 33s

TABLE II. T RAINING ERROR RATE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT MODELS ON MNIST VARIANT- DATASETS

Datasets

Sub-Basic

Sub-Rot

Sub-Bg-rand

Sub-Bg-img

Sub-Bg-img-rot

Training/Testing

50/50

70/30

50/50

70/30

50/50

70/30

50/50

70/30

50/50

70/30

DBN

2.96

3.63

7.68

10.25

11.53

15.85

17.52

21.12

23.40

28.65

GBM

8.78

9.31

13.85

19.12

19.95

23.45

-

-

-

-

RBM

6.64

7.20

7.94

8.98

10.05

10.82

14.94

17.87

28.32

36.52

NRBM

3.10

3.78

6.05

9.06

9.20

10.10

15.10

17.02

21.60

24.85

TABLE III. T ESTING ERROR RATE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT MODELS ON MNIST VARIANT- DATASETS

Datasets

Sub-Basic

Sub-Rot

Sub-Bg-rand

Sub-Bg-img

Sub-Bg-img-rot

Training/Testing

50/50

70/30

50/50

70/30

50/50

70/30

50/50

70/30

50/50

70/30

DBN

9.58

7.43

14.96

12.10

18.14

22.74

21.87

23.70

27.25

33.85

GBM

15.54

13.31

18.10

19.12

24.68

26.34

-

-

-

-

RBM

14.78

10.08

14.17

11.19

15.85

17.70

18.63

22.12

42.32

38.12

NRBM

12.96

9.45

16.32

13.40

15.21

16.50

18.92

20.78

24.48

29.86

function. Python based efficient computational library named
Tensorflow, is used for implementation. The experiments are
carried out on five MNIST variant datasets. As a conclusion
the overall result revealed that the proposed model performed
better when the complexity of dataset increased. Our future
goals is to move forward our research by incorporating more
optimization and normalization methods to the standard RBM
and also applying the proposed model to more complex and
big datasets.
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